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Whether you're looking to boost boys'

reading for pleasure or your aims are more

closely aligned with raising attainment, this

resource provides you with a range of ideas

to encourage boys to engage with reading

more readily and more sustainably.  

These ideas can, of course, be used with

girls too and not all boys will need explicit

encouragement to read. But for those

children who need an extra helping hand to

discover the joy of reading, we hope this will

help. 

Rather than looking to apply all of these

ideas, pick one or two that resonate with you

and that you feel will land well with the

children you have in mind and give them a

go.  And if in doubt, hunt your librarian out -

they will be full of suggestions to put these

ideas into practice. 
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Good Luck! 



Is there a well known figure he
admires? If so, relevant biographies,
blog posts or news articles might be

of interest to him

Find out what his hobbies are. He
may be motivated to read non-

fiction books or magazines about a
hobby he enjoys, especially if they
will add to his knowledge or skills 

M
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Boys are a lot more likely to read if the subject

matter is of interest to them so get to know the child

a little.  Learn about what makes him tick, how he

spends his spare time, what fascinates him and

what things he'd like to know more about.  

Tap directly into boys' areas of
interest and expertise

You Could Try

He may enjoy
fictional stories

featuring
characters with
similar interests

to him



You Could Try
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ify Children will always live up, or down, to our

expectations so have high aspirations for boys and

their reading.  If they have a competitive streak,

appeal to that by setting challenges or goals about

time or volume of reading.  Consider what your

goals are and how you can use friendly competition

and celebration to encourage, praise and reward

them working towards these goals. 

Appeal to his competitive
instincts and celebrate
successes

Put boys in teams
and encourage

them to
collaborate to
work towards
reading goals

Gamify reading by encouraging
boys to design badges to celebrate

reading milestones - Audible
badges might provide some great

inspiration

Encourage them to set goals for
their reading - and to see how far

they can exceed this goal



N
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Many children (and adults) perceive a hierarchy

when it comes to reading and consider themselves to

be non-readers because they read the 'wrong' kinds

of things.  Boys who readily read instructions,

magazines, websites or graphic novels may consider

that their reading doesn't count; but it does! 

Many boys consider
themselves 'non-readers'
wrongly

You Could Try
Give boys ready access

to a wide range of
reading matter 

Set out to proactively praise reading
in its many forms, being specific in

your praise and working hard to
'catch' boys reading

Consider whether some types of
reading are valued more highly than
others and how you could dispel this



You Could Try
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Children like to see themselves reflected in the

characters they're reading about and finding

characters that children identify with can be a great

gateway into non-fiction.  It's not always easy to find

books that reflect the diversity of our students but a

good librarian will likely be able to recommend

something for a child you have in mind.

Children often like books
which include characters just
like them

Find books set in
or near the place

where you live

Books set in school can provide
something that all pupils might

identify with.

Ask boys to recommend books to
one another which include

characters they identified with
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If a boy finds he likes a particular author, character,

or world; reading other books or material that follow

on can prevent us having to return to the drawing

board.  There are many brilliant series that engage

boys and some very prolific authors that can be a

great springboard into the world of reading.

Books written in series can
keep boys engaged for a long
time

You Could Try
Encouraging boys to

read the books on which
a favourite film or TV

series is based

As well as series of stories, you can
encourage boys to build a regular
reading habit based on a regularly

updated blog or magazine they enjoy

Reading the first book in a series as
a class reader and encouraging boys

to continue with the series
independently



You Could Try
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Appeal to boys' sense of fun and mischief in your

choice of reading matter.  Reading doesn't have to

be a solely serious business and if you can get him

laughing, you'll likely get him turning (or swiping)

through the pages... 

If you'd like boys to read for
pleasure, try keeping it 
light-hearted 

Joke books and
comic books

Funny characters make for fun
reading - for example Andy and

Terry and their crazy capers in the
13 Storey Treehouse series may

make him chuckle

Books which point fun at adults
often prove especially popular -
Roald Dahl and David Walliams

often come up as recommendations
here



Reading Role M
odels

It's important that boys have reading role models

who can help to inspire a love of reading.  Role

models can come in the form of adults at school or

home and also in the form of fellow pupils too.

Do your male pupils have male
reading role models? 

You Could Try
Develop a peer reading

scheme with older
boys encouraging

younger boys to read

Running a workshop for Dads about
how to foster a love of reading in

their sons

Make a display of staffs' favourite
books or other reading matter with

a note from the relevant staff
member about what they enjoyed



You Could Try
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Making even a small amount of time each day or

each week with the specific aim of fostering a love

of reading can help to create sustainable habits in

boys.  This may be class reading or independent

reading - regular reading of any kind should be the

initial aim whilst confidence is built and habits are

formed. 

Create regular time and space
for reading to enable positive
habits to form

Encourage the
reading of

bedtime stories
at home

Vote for a class reader for the
term and read a chapter each day.

Start the day with quiet reading of
any type, this has the added benefit

of readying pupils for learning



Your Suggestions



Your Suggestions



Your Suggestions



Your Suggestions



Helpful?

Tweet us
@CreativeEdu with
what worked well


